Duration

1.5 hour

Team/Age:

U10s

Organization SYSO

Creative and Attacking Play

Theme:

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

In Pairs within a 20x20 area.

Warm up
Conditions:
What pair can pass
successfully between each
other the most?

Pairs must pass to one another,
after releasing the ball, each
player must sprint to the further
cone possible.
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What team can score the
most?

1st action - One two
2nd - Long diagonal pass
3rd - Lay off
4th - Shoot

Key Coaching Points
Disguises
Tricks and Turns
Transitions
Recognising space and how to
exploit it
Communication
Team work
Surface selection
Direction of first control
Weight of pass

Speed of play
Direction of play
Shooting technique
Communication
Weight and Direction of pass
Direction of first control
Early decision
Movement - Angles and distances
Surface selection
before shooting
Shooting area

*Positions Rotated

2 Players placed each side of the
goal, 2 players placed either side
of the field and 1 player placed on
each side of the goal on the
opposite side.

Opposed
Conditions:
Players must devise their
own build up play before
attempting to score.

Players can only pass if they
successfully communicate.

Area size - 25x30 (Can be adapted)
2 Players placed each side of the
goal, 2 players placed either side
of the field and 1 player placed on
each side of the goal on the
opposite side.

Build up play and
Shooting (Unopposed)
ConditionsOnce one side has
executed the shot, the
other side must play and
attempt the activity.

Objectives
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Speed of play
Direction of play
Shooting technique
Communication
Weight and Direction of pass
Direction of first control
1st action - One two
Early decision
2nd - Long diagonal pass
Movement - Angles and distances
3rd - Lay off
Surface selection
4th - Shoot
before shooting
5th - Last player after releasing the Shooting area
pass become the defender
*Positions Rotated

Area size - 30x30

SSG (Small Sided Game)
Conditions:
Must devise their own line
up and formation.
Every time a goal is scored
everyone must rotate
positions.

6v6 (Dependent on overall
numbers)
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Interactive Forms created by www.academysoccercoach.com

Print Form

Create 3 zones (Defensive, Mid,
Attack)
Progressions: 1) Players must stay
within their designated zone.
2) Follow the pass into the next
zone (Overload)
3) Time limit before attempting to
score.

Email Form

Speed of play
Direction of play
Shooting technique
Communication
Weight and Direction of pass
Direction of first control
Early decision
Movement - Angles and distances
Surface selection
before shooting
Shooting area
Moving the ball forward quicker
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